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INTRODUCTION
This report is a continuation of a report issued on September 18, which provided
background information related to the City-owned hillsides, collectively managed as the
Claremont Hills Wilderness Park (CHWP). The goal of these reports is to provide a
framework for the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to discuss and advise on various
policy areas related to developing a master plan for the CHWP.
The first report included the following background information and data:
 History of Acquisitions and Related Policies, Section A
 Estimated Annual Usage, Section B
 Baseline Environmental Condition Assessment, Section C
 Visitor Characteristics and Observations, Section D
 Comparison to Other Parks, Section E
The information included in the September 18 report is important to consider when
reviewing this report. This report contains a series of options, suggestions, and potential
policies to not only address the various issues associated with park usage but also enhance
the City’s environmental stewardship of the park and visitor experience in general.
A list of attachments is noted at the end of the report, with the location of the document
either noted as attached or available online for easy reference. The online version of this
staff report contains bookmarks for quick navigation to documents attached to the staff
report. Links to referenced documents currently available online are italicized. Clicking on
the link will navigate the reader to the document on the City’s website.
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BACKGROUND
As noted in the first report, the City Council directed staff to prepare a master plan for the
CHWP in order to address a myriad of issues associated with the increasing number of
people visiting the Park, primarily through the main gate located on N. Mills to access the
five mile loop. These impacts generally related to 1) significant increases in traffic and
parking along surface streets; 2) concerns associated with vehicular and pedestrian safety
as many people parked along shoulders and walked in the streets; 3) litter and debris in and
adjacent to the Park; 4) noise from car alarms, car doors, and people’s conversations
disturbing adjacent neighbors; 5) the lack of adequate sanitary and trash facilities; and 6)
potential environmental impacts from escalating park usage contrary to the preservation
goals of the Park.
In December 2013, MIG was awarded a contract to assist with preparing a master plan for
the CHWP. There are four overarching goals for the master plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Preserve the Park as an environmental resource,
Manage the Park as a passive recreational opportunity,
Minimize impacts to the surrounding neighborhoods, and
Fully engage stakeholders, users and the community at large in the planning
process.

For this report, discussion topics have been broadly organized to address the first three
goals of the Master Plan.
Goal 1: Preserve the Park as an Environmental Resource
According to the environmental consultants, the overall condition of the hillsides is good.
There is limited presence of invasive species (plants). However, minor to moderate trail
erosion was noted in select locations. In addition, trash and human feces along the main
loop were noted. In general, these noted impacts can be mitigated through a variety of
implementation measures. In terms of trail capacity, the official and unofficial trail network
can accommodate current usage levels.
Goal 2: Manage the Park as a Passive Recreational Opportunity
The hillsides are currently being used for passive recreational activities consistent with the
various deeds, documents, policies and Municipal Code sections that have been approved
and adopted through the years. Hiking, biking, and horseback riding are all permitted uses.
The current users of the park, for the most part, are satisfied with their overall experience.
This goal relates to “access” and is frequently referred to as such in discussions.
Goal 3: Minimize Impacts to the Surrounding Neighborhoods
It is this area that has caused the greatest community concern associated with escalating
visitor usage of the hillsides, particularly through the main entrance. As has been well
established, for several years the surrounding neighborhoods were heavily impacted by
pedestrian and vehicular traffic. As usage escalated, residents increasingly reported
concerns associated with traffic, litter, and noise related to the high volume of people
parking and visiting through the main entrance. The City has taken active measures to
mitigate these concerns. The north parking lot was constructed, parking lot regulations
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were implemented for both the north and the south lots, and a series of on-street parking
restrictions were implemented to restrict parking to neighborhood residents.
Some balance between the three master plan goals must be developed as part of this
community planning process. Because Goal 3, neighborhood Impacts, has been the most
“out of balance” given park usage in recent years, this report has been organized to discuss
neighborhood impacts first, followed by environmental preservation, and then access or
park management in general.
Discussion topics have been organized by Master Plan goal. Discussion points throughout
are noted with a “(DP)” and summarized in Appendix A for a quick reference. Please note
many of the strategies or activities discussed below will likely relate to one or more of goals,
and depending on the perspective of the reader, may be viewed as either a solution or a
restriction. For example, on-street parking restrictions may generally be viewed as a
solution by directly affected residents but potentially viewed as restricting access by park
visitors or by neighbors who do not feel negatively impacted by visitor parking. Discussion
topics are not listed under multiple plan goals but generally where the most significant effect
of that particular strategy or suggestion relates. Therefore, information regarding on-street
parking restrictions is presented in the section related to neighborhood impacts for
discussion, rather than the access section.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
To help with guiding discussions related to balancing the primary goals of the master
planning effort, a series of guiding principles have been drafted by MIG (DP). These
principles serve as an initial starting point, and will be refined during the master planning
process as values, priorities and strategies are clarified. These draft guiding principles are
as follows:
Guiding Principle No. 1: Preservation
Environmental and cultural resources are to be preserved and protected while providing
passive recreational opportunities that connect people to nature and promote healthy
lifestyles. Appropriate resource management promotes the long-term viability of the natural
and cultural landscape, inspiring future generations to care for and respect these resources.
Guiding Principle No. 2: Stewardship
The natural environment and the overall conditions of the Park are safe and sanitary for
users, wildlife, and surrounding properties. Visitors shall “leave no trace.”
Guiding Principle No. 3: Access
Inclusive and adequate public access is balanced with preserving the natural environment
and limiting the impacts to surrounding properties.
Guiding Principle No. 4: Trail Network
Trails and trailheads are managed and maintained based on a sustainable carrying
capacity, public safety, environmental and geological context, and for the protection of
natural habitat and watershed drainages.
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Guiding Principle No. 5: Education
Active education is the cornerstone of fostering public understanding, responsible usage,
and appreciation through a variety of education, interpretative, and outreach programs.
Guiding Principle No. 6: Participatory Management
Public collaboration is integral to ensure sound policy decision making, and to provide
opportunities for the community to contribute their knowledge, expertise, and energy to
actively support Park management.
MANAGEMENT AND POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
I. Goal 3: Neighborhood Impacts (Section F)
Existing Parking Lots
To respond to insufficient parking and safety hazards, the City 1) constructed the north
parking lot as the primary parking lot for the CHWP; 2) installed a new pathway on the west
side of Mills, removing the east side path to minimize impacts to adjacent neighbors; 3)
implemented regulated parking at both the north and south lots; and 4) initiated parking
restrictions on Mills and Mt. Baldy. These improvements were completed in April 2013 at a
total project cost of $745,637. The City obtained a $150,000 grant from LA County
Regional Parks and Open Space District, Safe Neighborhood Parks Proposition Program, to
partially offset project costs.
The new north lot includes a total of 134 spaces (not including two 20 minute spaces for
drop off purposes) and is a fee lot. Visitors must display an annual parking permit or pay for
a temporary permit at one of the two on-site parking meters. The cost of the annual permit
is $100 per year, and is pro-rated depending upon the calendar quarter in which the permit
is purchased. The temporary permits are $3 for four hours. Claremont resident permits are
not valid in this lot in accordance with the lease agreement between the City and the
Pomona Valley Protection Association (PVPA), which owns the land. The PVPA, as a
regionally serving agency, did not allow preferential parking access for Claremont residents.
This parking lot opened in April 2013. Hours of operation are linked to the hours for the
CHWP, which are specified by month to generally coincide with dusk to dawn. Information
regarding the parking lot regulations is available online and is referenced as Attachment F1, Parking Permit Policies.
The Thompson Creek Trail (TCT) parking lot, frequently referred to as the south lot, was
also included in the parking regulation program because many CHWP users park in this lot
as well. This lot has 45 spaces, and is available for annual parking permit holders as well
as resident permit holders. Resident permits are issued free-of-charge, two per household,
with proof of residency. Temporary permits are also available at a parking meter located in
this lot. The hours of operation for the south lot coincide with the municipal park hours of 6
a.m. to 10 p.m. as the TCT is part of the municipal park system.
In terms of parking capacity, both lots are frequently full on Saturday and Sunday mornings.
From observation, usage tends to be busiest on weekends, more so than week days,
although temporary permit sales for Monday were the second highest revenue generating
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day of the week during FY 13-14. Mornings are busiest with another peak in the late
afternoons and early evenings. Mid-day is generally the quietest. Weather extremes, both
cold and hot, affect usage levels. During periods of mild weather, weekend usage is more
consistent throughout the day, although morning and evening peaks are still evident.
Suggestions have been made to set varying temporary parking permit rates to moderate
usage, increasing rates during peak times (DP).
Also, it is interesting to note that for several months following the implementation of parking
lot regulations, the Park Rangers counted vehicles in the parking lots, specifically noting the
presence of resident permits in the south lot. There were far fewer resident permits than
temporary permit holders. Suggestions have been made to designate the south lot, or a
portion thereof, for residents only as many residents have noted there are no available
spaces when they want to use this lot (DP).
Parking lot revenue for FY 2013-14 totaled $325,000 in temporary permit fees and $40,400
in annual permit fees, for a total of $365,400. A Summary of Temporary Parking Permit
Sales (Attachment F-2) is attached. For budgeting purposes, the City projects $350,000 in
annual parking lot revenue, which equates to $1,955 total per space. This revenue has been
specifically earmarked to reimburse the City’s General Fund for hard costs associated with
the north parking lot construction project (improvements, parking regulations, and on-street
parking restrictions) and for the development of the master plan. These two significant
projects are projected to be fully reimbursed by early 2016 (the parking lot construction and
related improvements will be reimbursed by April 2015, followed by the master plan). In
addition, costs associated with operating and maintaining the park consistent with current
standards are also funded with this revenue source (e.g., rangers, fire prevention brush
clearance, parking lot landscape maintenance and porta-potties). Beginning in FY 2016-17,
if parking lot revenue remains relatively constant, approximately $350,000 per year is
expected to be available to fund ongoing operating and maintenance costs.
Existing On-Street Parking Conditions
Concurrent with the opening of the north lot and the implementation of parking lot
regulations, on-street parking restrictions were also implemented for N. Mills from the
CHWP entrance south to Pomello and on Mt. Baldy from N. Mills to Via Padova to address
safety concerns. While many visitors took advantage of the parking lots, many did not and
on-street parking migrated onto adjacent surface streets. Residents petitioned for permit
parking and a series of neighborhood petitions were ultimately approved to restrict parking
to residential permit holders. The City Council called for a moratorium in the spring 2014 on
considering any new parking restrictions not already received, pending the adoption of a
CHWP master plan. A current Map of CHWP Restricted Parking (Attachment F-3) and a
Chronology of Restricted Parking (Attachment F-4) are attached.
While parking complaints have generally ceased from residents along permit restricted
streets, what is interesting to note is how far park visitors will walk to enter the CHWP, either
to avoid paying the parking fees or because there is no parking available in the lots
(generally Saturday and Sunday mornings). Vehicles are parked as far south on Mills to
Base Line and into the Von’s parking lot; and recently received petitions for restricted
parking indicate park visitors are now parking on Peninsula, Grand and Deep Springs. As a
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result, some park visitors are adding upwards of an additional 2.5 miles round trip to a hike
or ride around the main loop. Also noteworthy is the lack of sidewalks on Mills and adjacent
residential streets in part due to the rural design standards for the area, requiring walkers to
walk along shoulders or in the roadway. Suggestions have been made to install sidewalks
along both sides of N. Mills to provide pedestrian access from Base Line to the Park
entrance (DP). This evaluation has not been completed; and costs can be provided at a
later date pending additional input.
Additional Parking Options
Many suggestions have been made to provide additional parking to achieve a better
balance between the number of users visiting the park with available parking spots, which
could potentially allow a lifting of some portion of the on-street parking restrictions.
However, what the questionnaires and user parking behavior have shown is that some
percentage of the Park’s visitors will resist paid parking as long as they can park within a
reasonable walking distance to the main entrance. What is reasonable is obviously
subjective. Some studies show that people generally do not walk more than an extra mile
roundtrip to access a trail head for a wilderness hike; yet some CHWP users have already
proven they will walk more than two. Unless parking is free, and in sufficient quantity for
peak volumes, some amount of on-street parking restrictions will be necessary for those
streets in close proximity to the park or some amount of overflow parking onto local streets
may be necessary to accommodate peak usage.
Lift Some of the On-Street Parking Restrictions (DP)
Specific suggestions have been made to lift parking restrictions on N. Mills in the areas that
do not front residences but instead are adjacent to boundary walls, which would serve as a
buffer to residents for parking disturbances. An additional 75 parking spaces would then be
available. The areas adjacent to boundary walls are noted on Attachment F-3. Suggestions
have also been made that a more objective evaluation of parking impacts be developed to
manage resident petitions for restricted parking. As such, it is important to determine at
what point the number of cars parked in a neighborhood creates an impact. What is a
reasonable accommodation for neighborhood residents becomes a relevant conversation
(DP).
Expand the South Lot (DP)
Expanding the north lot is not being considered at this time due to the additional
environmental work associated with further encroachment into the inundation flood zone
managed by the LA County Department of Public Works, on-site habitat within the
spreading grounds, and watershed considerations. However, a general evaluation was
prepared by an engineering consultant to expand the south lot within the vacant field
bounded by N. Mills, Chicken Creek and Mt. Baldy Road.
Option 1
With the exception of one privately owned parcel, the majority of the vacant field under the
power lines is owned by either the City of Claremont or LA County Department of Water and
Power (DWP). One option, depicted in Attachment F-5a, includes reconfiguring the existing
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lot and extending the parking area on publicly owned land along the Mt. Baldy perimeter of
the vacant field. This layout would create 125 additional spaces for a total of 170 parking
stalls, including six ADA stalls, in the south lot. The estimated total construction cost of this
project, including the reconfiguration of the existing lot, is approximately $360,000 or $2,120
per stall.
This estimate is based on a conceptual design completed for discussion purposes, and
does not include the installation of additional parking meters, any police security cameras,
and any additional costs associated with extending landscaping. More refined costs can
only be estimated with additional design work. LA County Departments of Water & Power
and Public Works would also need to review and approve this proposal given the location of
overhead transmission lines and proximity to Chicken Creek, which feeds into the
Thompson Creek Wash and Spreading Grounds. The City would also need to secure a
lease agreement with the County for the parcels owned by that agency.
Revenue generated from the additional spaces will depend on how many people utilize
these spaces rather than park on surface streets or leave when the current lots are full,
which is generally on Saturday and Sunday mornings. If the additional 125 spaces are
available to all permit holders and an additional 250 - 350 temporary permits are issued on
the weekends, approximately $39,000 – $54,600 in additional revenue per year may be
generated. Applying the current revenue generation rate from the existing spaces ($1,955 /
year) results in an annual projection of $244,000 per year, which is not likely since parking
capacity is generally only limited on weekend mornings. Some suggestions have been
made to reserve an area for only Claremont resident permit holders, which would affect
revenue projections, if implemented. Implementing a Claremont only section would also
require on-site parking lot monitoring and enforcement, and potentially a reconfiguration of
the conceptual lay-out, to better regulate a resident-only section. Additionally, this reserved
area could also include annual permit holders to provide for some revenue generation.
(DP).
Other suggestions have been made to charge no parking fees and provide sufficient free
parking to accommodate visitors. Free parking is also an option, but eliminates or reduces
funding to support park maintenance and operations, depending on how this option is
structured. Some wonder if free parking might also encourage other people to visit who
currently do not because they do not want to pay the fee or walk the extra distance from
surface streets (DP).
Another suggestion was made to not construct an actual parking lot, but with more minor
improvement costs, provide access to a dirt overflow parking area for use only on the
weekends. However, the Municipal Code Section 16.136.050 requires that parking lots of
six or more spaces provide three inches of asphalt as well as meet other standards.
Implementing this suggestion would require an evaluation of design standards and
Municipal Code changes (DP).
Option 2
The second option to expand the south lot is to acquire the privately owned parcel and
expand into the entire vacant field area. A conceptual layout is provided in Attachment F5b. This conceptual layout would include reconfiguring the existing south lot and creating
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239 additional parking stalls, including seven ADA ones, for a total of 284 parking stalls.
The estimated total construction cost of this project, including the reconfiguration of the
existing lot, is approximately $469,000, not including acquisition costs for the private parcel.
Factoring in potential acquisition costs of $600,000, estimated project costs for the
improvements noted total approximately $1,069,000, or $3,800 per parking stall (DP).
This option includes the same caveats noted above, that the estimate is based on a
conceptual design only, and does not include the installation of additional parking meters,
any police security cameras, and any additional costs associated with extending
landscaping. Therefore, more refined costs can only be estimated with additional design
work. LA County Departments of Public Works and Water and Power would also need to
review and approve any construction plans given the location of overhead transmission
lines and proximity to Chicken Creek. The City would also need to secure a lease
agreement with the County for the parcels owned by that agency.
As noted above, potential revenue would depend on the number of additional permits issues
as a result of new capacity and whether any changes in fee structure are implemented.
Provide Parking on N. Mills, From Pomello to Mt. Baldy (DP)
Another suggestion is to provide parking along the shoulder of the west side of Mills
Avenue, from Pomello to the Mt. Baldy intersection. Previously, parking was allowed in this
area before the north lot opened. Cars parked at a 90 degree angle. However, because of
limited space and the lack of a walkway for pedestrians, safety concerns associated with
cars turning in and out, drivers navigating through, and pedestrians with dogs and strollers
walking in the roadway led to parking restrictions when the north lot opened. MIG’s traffic
engineering consultant, KOA, evaluated parking options and prepared a concept layout in
this area consistent with engineering standards and risk management assessments for local
conditions. To provide for safe turning movements and to minimize pedestrian/vehicular
conflicts, diagonal parking of 60 degrees is feasible in conjunction with the installation of a
five-foot wide sidewalk to connect pedestrians with the walkway that begins at the TCT
entrance across from the south lot. To address drainage issues, curb, gutter and a cross
gutter were also incorporated into the conceptual layout. Centerline striping would also
need to be replaced with a single dashed line to permit northbound drivers to legally access
this parking.
The conceptual parking layout includes 37 additional parking spaces (2 ADA) at a 45
degree angle to accommodate safe turning movements from northbound traffic. Some
encroachment into PVPA land may be necessary but appears to be acceptable to the
Association. The total cost of this additional parking area is estimated at $167,000, or
$4,500 per parking stall. A parking meter could be installed (cost not estimated). Revenue
generated from the additional spaces would depend on any other parking improvements in
the area, and how many people are walking from surface streets because the existing lots
are full. If an additional 100 - 200 temporary permits are issued each weekend, an
estimated $15,600 - $31,200 annually might be generated by these additional spaces.
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Provide Parking on Pomello (DP)
Suggestions have also been made to permit parking on Pomello, which was allowed prior to
the parking restrictions. Pomello was subject to the same issues as noted for N. Mills
above, although Pomello is a residential street with less traffic than Mt. Baldy or N. Mills,
which are rural secondary arterials. MIG’s traffic engineering consultant evaluated shoulder
parking options along the north side of the street only. In this scenario the south side would
remain resident permit parking only to mitigate some impacts to the residents living along
the south side of the street. The existing shoulder area on the north side of the street is dirt
and cobble and serves as a drainage channel to the inlet at the south end of the street to
the Thompson Creek Wash. A low berm is located just beyond and is the general boundary
of PVPA-owned land, although the area has not been surveyed.
A conceptual layout of the area between the Fire Station driveway to the intersection of
Dillard Avenue, indicates that 85 additional parking spaces could be accommodated with
parallel parking within the City easement. Including roadway construction, striping and
signage, the total cost is estimated at approximately $160,000, or $1,900 per parking space.
Parking meters could be installed to generate revenue (installation cost not estimated).
Revenue generated from the additional spaces would depend on any other parking
improvements in the area, and how many people are walking from surface streets because
the existing lots are full. If an additional 100 - 200 temporary permits are issued each
weekend, an estimated $15,600 - $31,200 annually might be generated by these additional
spaces.
Staff has consulted with the City Attorney about allowing CHWP Resident and Annual
Permit holders to park on streets with restricted parking, and she has advised that on-street
parking may only be restricted to those residents living on that particular street or within a
particular local zone as required by the California Vehicle Code.
Encourage Free Parking at other Near-by Parks (DP)
Another option to discourage on-street parking, particularly since many Park visitors have
proven their willingness to walk an additional mile or two, is to promote near-by parking lots,
such as La Puerta Park, Padua Park and the TCT lot at the top of Indian Hill Boulevard. All
of these locations have scheduled, organized field activities for which the existing parking
lots are not sufficient, particularly at La Puerta, where users overflow into the small TCT lot
and adjacent streets. The general availability of these parking lots is outlined in Attachment
F-6. To avoid potential conflicts with sports users of these parks, public information
regarding this availability would need to be carefully crafted and implemented.
From La Puerta and the Indian Hill Boulevard lots, CHWP users could walk the TCT to N.
Mills. Some increase in pedestrian traffic along the TCT would result, most likely on
weekend mornings during off season. From Padua Park, the concept entails crossing the
road and walking under the DWP power lines to N. Mills, a distance of about .75 miles one
way. Staff has contacted the LA County Department of Water and Power to discuss the
feasibility of using the area below the power lines as a trail, which to date has not yet been
confirmed. If a viable option, this concept would result in pedestrian traffic behind adjacent
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properties, again most likely on the weekends during the off-season for Padua’s scheduled
field usage.
Weekend Shuttle Service from the Metrolink Lot (DP)
Another suggestion, which has been evaluated at a conceptual level, is a shuttle service
from the Metrolink parking lot on First Street. MIG’s Traffic Engineering consultant, KOA,
provided conceptual schedules and cost considerations for discussion purposes, which are
outlined in Attachment F-7. Because the Metrolink lot is heavily used by commuters during
the week, and peak usage for the CHWP is on the weekends, staff recommends that only
the weekends be considered for discussion purposes. For conceptual planning purposes
only, the MIG consultant assumed two 20-passenger buses operating on both Saturday and
Sunday from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. The assumed northbound route would follow Claremont
Boulevard to Monte Vista to Base Line to Mills. The assumed southbound route would
return via Indian Hill Boulevard. The average travel time either way was 11-12 minutes,
when timed during weekday and Saturday peak periods. Free shuttle service may entice
Park users to ride the shuttle despite the extra time to catch a bus in either direction and
might have some residual benefit of drawing people into the Village.
Assuming an hourly cost estimate of $90 to operate this service, the estimated cost for fullday weekend service only is approximately $202,000 per year, which does not include bus
acquisition costs. The information provided in KOA’s feasibility memorandum is conceptual
and only for discussion purposes. If a shuttle service were implemented, the schedule
prepared by KOA would be scaled back, thereby reducing estimated costs. Regardless,
shuttle operating expenses would need to be subsidized with CHWP parking lot revenue or
other revenue sources.
Park Entry Reservation System (DP)
Another option for consideration to manage neighborhood impacts is a reservation entry
system, which is utilized by many heavily used facilities to limit visitation to a specific
number of visitors at one time. Manhattan Beach Sand Dunes Park is a local example, and
many intensely used, federally managed lands, such as Mt. Whitney and Yosemite National
Park, use reservation systems to limit the number of users on specific trails. These
reservation systems are often used as a strategy to address environmental concerns
associated with over usage, safety concerns given the inherent danger associated with
hiking those areas, and to address limitations associated with access. Manhattan Beach
implemented a park entry reservation system to address both neighborhood impact
concerns as well as environmental impacts to the dunes. The numeric limit that is
established (capacity) depends on what impacts or constraints are being addressed by
implementing an entry reservation system.
For Claremont’s CHWP, it is important to note that Dr. Bo Shelby, a national subject matter
expert of visitor carrying capacity, has stated that in order to establish visitor carrying
capacities there must be a relationship between visitor use levels and social, biological, or
physical factors. In previous work on trail use levels and impacts to these three factors, it is
often difficult to find a relationship between the number of visitors and impacts to biological
and physical resources. Impacts to biological resources as a function of trail use are often
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mixed and complex, and impacts to the trails themselves are sometimes more strongly
related to poor design and placement rather than the number of people that use them.
Social factors can also constrain visitor capacity as some visitors may negatively evaluate
contacts with other visitors encountered (e.g., crowding) during a park visit, or not, as the
CHWP intercept questionnaires have indicated. In the 2013 version of the Merced River
Comprehensive River Plan, the National Park Service found that although some visitors
experienced crowding under some conditions, the most limiting factor to visitor use in the
Yosemite Valley was a lack of day use parking.
Establishing a numeric limit, i.e. determining visitor capacity for the CHWP, might then
include determining the limiting factors that need to be addressed by implementing a
reservation system here.
o Trail crowding does not seem to be a major social issue at the main loop based
on the intercept questionnaires.
o Environmental impacts attributable to usage are not significant and can be
mitigated with on-site trail amenities, trail management, public education, and
enforcement.
o Parking, however, that occurs outside of the designated parking areas has
created a nuisance for neighbors adjacent to the main entrance. Therefore, the
number of parking spaces within the parking lots could be the identified physical
limiting factor used to define visitor capacity. There are currently a total of 179
parking spaces in both lots.
One entry reservation or park pass system that is available in the market is ActiveNet, which
is the contract class registration software currently used by Human Services. The software
could be configured for facility reservations. Numeric limits for first come / first served park
passes would need to be established by designated time slot, which could be set by day
and month.
The following considerations should be evaluated when considering a park reservation
program.
o ActiveNet does not allow flexible reservation making, e.g. one reservation for one
hour and another for three. Specific time slots would need to be established.
However, people complete the main loop at different rates depending on whether
they hike, run, or bike. Also they may not go around the loop at all and instead
aim for Potato Mountain, Johnson’s Pasture, or Marshall Canyon. Therefore, the
parking lots could have available space but no reservations available depending
on when people complete their visit (DP).
o Parking lot fees could be eliminated and replaced with an entry pass fee,
eliminating the incentive to park on local streets (DP). Duplicate passes would
need to be printed, one to display in the car and the other for entrance at the
staffed, main gate. Preferential pricing could be established for Claremont
residents versus non-residents. Claremont residents would need to be registered
in the system with proof of residency first. Information currently on file for resident
parking permits is available but transferring that data into the system on behalf of
residents would need to be evaluated.
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o An entry pass could be issued for up to 8 people, the maximum number of people
that can fit into a large vehicle. However, based on intercept questionnaire data,
approximately 88% of total CHWP visitors arrive by car; the remainder walk or
bike in. These visitors would also be required to obtain an entry pass as well so
the total number of passes by time slot would need to be determined (DP).
o Furthermore, the south lot is also used by TCT users who do not enter the
CHWP. The potential conflict between TCT and CHWP parkers would need to be
addressed (DP).
o If a transit shuttle from the MetroLink lot were implemented, should shuttle riders
be able to enter without a reservation to encourage off-site parking (DP)?
o To ensure all CHWP visitors have a permit, the main entrance would need to be
staffed by 2-3 people during peak times to facilitate permit checking and to
address complaints from those who do not have a permit with them, particularly
during the initial implementation period. Staffing costs are outlined on Attachment
H-1.
o Potential increases in visitation at other entrances, particularly through Pomello,
would need to be monitored closely and perhaps regulated.
Comments have been received in opposition and in support of an entry reservation system.
Access to the CHWP is currently free. Charging an entrance fee could be a financial burden
to lower income users who currently avoid parking fees by parking outside of a regulated lot,
or walking or biking to the park.
Because the parking lots are generally at capacity on weekend mornings, an entry pass
program could be implemented for only peak times while effectiveness, costs, and user
feedback is monitored and evaluated. Staff notes that a mix of implementation strategies,
blending parking fees with no parking fees and too much variation in on-street parking
restrictions, with variations by day may be confusing for the public and should be carefully
evaluated prior to implementation.
Hours of Operation (DP)
The current operating hours of the CHWP are listed below.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

6:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
6:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
6:30 a.m. – 6:30 p.m.
6:00 a.m. – 7:30 p.m.
5:30 a.m. – 8:00 p.m.
5:30 a.m. – 8:30 p.m.
5:30 a.m. – 8:30 p.m.
6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m.
6:30 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.
6:30 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
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November
December

6:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
6:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

These hours were established by the City Council after much discussion surrounding the
difficulty of enforcing the previous dawn to dusk operating hours. Specific times were
established that generally follow dawn to dusk hours to the nearest half hour, with the
exception of March and November when daylight savings changes. At the time these hours
were established, staff was directed to re-evaluate them during the master planning process
to discuss whether any changes were warranted. A specific suggestion has been received
to consider increasing park hours by half an hour at the end of the day in March and
November in order to provide 31 additional hours for park access (DP).
Despite these specific hours, there is still a substantial amount of unauthorized visitation
before and after designated operating hours because the park entrances are not secured
and enforcement is not consistent. While improving visitor awareness and increasing public
information may yield some positive results in terms of visitor compliance, the practical
reality is that some visitors will continue to enter the park as long as they can and the risk of
repercussion is low.
The main entrance and north parking lot are the only locations with fences and / or gates
that can be physically secured, which would require staff to open and close the gates at
designated times. Staff has also investigated the option of installing a large turnstile at the
main gate that can accommodate bikes and strollers, which can be programmed to open
and close at designated times. The turnstile would require fence and vehicle gate
modifications, and either an electrical source or a solar power panel with a battery backup.
The total estimated cost for the turnstile concept is approximately $25,000 (DP). An
example of this option is included in Appendix F-8. Some concerns have been expressed
that securing the main loop entrance at designated times might result in visitors entering the
CHWP through other entrances, particularly at Pomello given its close proximity and the
different operating hours of the TCT parking lot. Therefore, staff would need to monitor and
evaluate changes in visitor usage if securing the main entrance and north parking lot were
implemented.
Finally, related to hours of operation, suggestions have been received to expand the
operating hours of the north lot by half an hour in the morning and evening to allow visitors
more time in the park. Staff did not recommend this option when the hours were approved
by the City Council for ease of public information and to minimize confusion that was
already associated with establishing twelve operating times (DP).
Neighborhood and Community Questionnaires
To solicit additional input, both a neighborhood and community-wide questionnaire are
being prepared to better understand individual opinions related to neighborhood impacts,
parking restrictions, as well as access and park usage in general. These surveys will be
issued later in the fall as questions are refined based on community input.
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II. Goal 1: Preserve the Park as an Environmental Resource (Section G)
Many concerns have been expressed that the current level of visitation is having a
detrimental effect on conditions primarily in the park but also to the surrounding
neighborhoods in terms of litter, public urination and defecation. The section below
addresses these specific concerns. Other environmental issues related to trail erosion,
invasive species control, habitat preservation and restoration, and wildlife management will
be addressed in the Resource Management Plan, which will be prepared later in the master
planning process.
Litter
Litter both inside and outside of the park can be addressed through additional trash cans,
public awareness, and litter abatement services. Currently, within the park metal drums with
lids, which are typically used in the City’s municipal parks, have been temporarily placed in
select locations pending the outcome of the master planning effort. While birds and small
animals for the most part are unable to access trash within these cans, the clamped on lids
do not prevent the occasional bear from foraging through the trash. A sample bear-resistant
trash can is included in Attachment G-1, Trail Amenities. For two side by side, trash and
recycling cans, secured to a concrete pad, the estimated cost is approximately $1,500 per
location (DP).
Sanitary Facilities
The lack of sanitary facilities has resulted in multiple areas along the main loop that have
become de facto outdoor latrine areas, obliging City maintenance and ranger staff to clean
up the feces, toilet paper, and articles of clothing utilized for these personal emergencies.
Attachment G-2, Potential Facility Improvements, includes the eight more heavily used
informal latrine locations along the main loop. MIG recommends that four or five sanitary
facilities be installed on the loop in two general locations to address the documented need.
Several options exist for providing sanitary facilities (DP).
It should be noted that the costs shown below are general estimates for discussion
purposes. These estimates are based on conversations with vendors and public agencies
that provide outdoor recreational opportunities. A final determination of costs would be
based on site-specific features, such as slope, soil type and other factors.
Porta-potties: Temporary porta-potties were previously installed at two locations on the main
loop. The two locations noted on Attachment G-2 represent the previous locations of these
porta-potties. Contract maintenance costs for twice a week service is estimated at an
additional $9,000 per year, if included with the service provided for the four porta-potties in
the north parking lot. However, staff believes given usage levels of the previous portapotties, that either more porta-potties and / or increased servicing would be necessary.
Porta-potty service along the main loop was difficult to obtain given the remote locations
and time necessary to service these facilities. Only one of many contacted providers was
willing to provide increased service levels beyond once per week. While the use of portapotties requires minimal if any improvement costs, the recurring service costs are more
expensive than other options and difficult to obtain given the specialized service required.
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In lieu of porta-potties, MIG suggests more sustainable solutions for visitors. Three
alternatives are provided below:
Pit Toilets: These old fashioned outhouses are built into the ground, with cement pits
excavated under the toilet as receptacles for waste. These contain no standing water and
utilize natural bacteria in the aerobic environment to consume waste over time. Pit toilets
must be installed after analysis of soil percolation and underlying substrate (by a sanitation
engineer) to prevent waste from seeping into groundwater. Because there is no removal of
waste, pit toilets are liable to strong odors. Although costs are fairly inexpensive for pit
toilets ($500 to $5,000), material is slow to decompose and may remain for a number of
years. Because of heavy usage at CHWP, these are not recommended.
Vault Toilets: Unlike the “dry” aspect of pit toilets, vault models require large amounts of
water (varying from 750 to 1000 gallons for smaller units, to over 13,000 for larger ones),
necessitating frequent servicing and supply. Vault toilets require continual maintenance, at
least monthly, for waste removal. Principle costs for the vault toilet (500 gallon waste tank,
and 200 gallon freshwater tank) and supplies vary from $10,000 - $16,000. Labor and
installation is contingent on the service market, though one estimate tabulated the cost of
installation as $1,600, bringing the principle cost to $11,600 - $17,600.
Maintenance involves monthly or bimonthly pumping of the vault toilet’s wastewater tank as
well as the replacement of water in the clean water tank. This may require contracting with a
local waste management or septic tank service. Generally, the process involves the use of a
vacuum pump and hose to remove waste, and costs are based on the number of pumps
required. An estimate based on local market rates deduced this to be $1200 per pump, or
$14,400 for a single toilet, if serviced once a month. This type of sanitary facility is also not
recommended given water and servicing needs.
Compostable toilets: Compostable toilets are among the most “eco-friendly” options,
requiring less expensive maintenance and no water, as they are designed to utilize bacteria
to convert waste into compost. The Clivus Multrum Trailhead model is a popular
compostable toilet model used in public parks and trailheads across the country. According
to a Clivus Multrum sales representative, pre-manufactured unit costs for this model are
higher than the above referenced options, ranging from $20,000 - $22,000 per structure,
plus $4,000 - $6,000 for installation.
Compostable toilets require maintenance, though not to the same intensive level of vault
toilets. Wood chips, or a similar carbon source, must be added regularly to sustain the
decomposition process. Scheduled maintenance and removal of compost varies depending
on use, the size of the tank, and other climate factors; many toilets only require servicing
once a year. A Clivus representative estimated operations and maintenance costs to be
approximately $1,000 per year. Removal and use of human waste compost varies
depending on local laws and would need to be confirmed if this option is recommended for
further evaluation.
Information regarding pit and composting facilities is included in Attachment G-1, Trail
Amenities. Other considerations which should be evaluated when considering sanitary
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facilities include ADA accessibility, disease vector control (from attracting pests), odor
control, and replacement costs. In addition, sanitary facilities will require weekly or more
frequent cleaning by maintenance or ranger staff, the costs of which have not been
estimated, but would include the acquisition of a 4-wheel drive pickup truck with a
pressurized water tank.
Depending on parking lot improvements, standard restroom facilities at the south lot may
also be beneficial, but would not replace facilities on the loop. A pre-manufactured restroom
facility costs approximately $125,000 - $150,000, not including any sewer or water
connection work (DP).
III. Goal 2: Manage the Park as a Passive Recreational Opportunity (Section H)
For the purposes of clarity, it is appropriate to note that all of the various hillside acquisitions
have been managed collectively as the CHWP. As part of implementing the master plan,
any previous and future hillside acquisitions should be formally designated as being
incorporated into the CHWP to be managed under one program. Therefore, while
Sycamore Canyon, Johnson’s Pasture, and Gale Ranch are well known acquisitions in
addition to the original Claremont Hills Wilderness Park, the entire hillside area owned by
the City of Claremont, and any future hillside acquisitions, should be managed collectively
as one entity with the same set of overarching policies, rules and standards (DP).
The CHWP and before it, Sycamore Canyon Park, were created for the dual purposes of
preserving open space and protecting regional habitat corridors while providing public
access for passive recreational use, including hiking, biking, and horseback riding. The
City-owned hillsides have been managed with those dual purposes in mind since the first
open space “park” was created in the 1970’s. However, as usage has increased, managing
the hillsides as both a natural resource and a recreational opportunity has required more
thought, effort and resources.
In order to determine the best management policies and practices to manage access for the
benefit of both recreation and environmental preservation, an overall management
philosophy must first be defined for the CHWP. Is the CHWP a “park,” a “preserve” or a
“wilderness area?” Should the name be changed to better reflect its usage or its purpose?
Should the CHWP be managed to provide suburban trail maintenance standards, amenities
and programming or back country ones or a blend of both? (DP)
The location of the CHWP in the urban-wildland interface zone and readily accessible to a
sizable population, results in a mix of expectations from both park users and non-users
alike. In back country wilderness areas, trails are frequently single-tracked, rutted, eroded,
and inherently more risky to traverse. Trash cans, benches and latrines are minimally
provided, if at all, with the understanding by most users that you pack out what you pack in.
The motto of “leave no trace” is understood and embraced, and the risks inherent with
entering a wilderness area with wild animals far from assistance and even cell phone
coverage is tacitly accepted by the typical trail user. In a suburban environment, users
expect better trail conditions, amenities, and public services. Some users are less prepared
to encounter the rigors of long distances, steep inclines, weather extremes, and wild
animals; they expect risks to be managed and mitigated for individual and general safety.
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For this planning effort, understanding current usage of the CHWP as well as habitat
conservation goals will likely result in a blend of management philosophies, a balancing of
back country wilderness with suburban amenities and programming. Deciding what that
balance entails is an integral part of the master planning discussion (DP).
Designated Park Zones or Trails by Type of Usage or User (DP)
The main loop is heavily used by individuals and groups for the primary purposes of
exercising, socializing, and enjoying nature.
Based on data from the intercept
questionnaires and user counts, approximately 95% of overall park users are on foot (hiking
or running), while 5% are primarily bike riders. No horseback riders were counted during
this process, although one family on Pomello maintains a stable at the perimeter of the park
and rides the trails. Other riders may trailer in horses. Some evidence of horse usage is
noted on the trails.
Beyond the main loop, primarily in the western portion of the City-owned hillsides, locally
known as Johnsons Pasture and Gale Ranch, the trail system is again comprised of fire
roads and unofficial single track trails. Compared to the main loop, there are very few
people on these trails. Sycamore Canyon is now connected to the Johnson’s Pasture with a
steep, single-track trail that is designated for hikers only a direct result of trail design.
Conflicts have been noted among bikers, hikers, and horseback riders, with each user
group expressing concerns. Some of these concerns are understandable and some relate
more to personal expectations on the part of the user. For example, bikers note the
dangers associated with dog walkers using expandable leashes, rounding a corner and
becoming entangled in a leash with a dog on one side of the trail and the owner on the
other. Some hikers comment on being startled by bikers traveling past them at higher
speeds than they are comfortable with or at speeds that are inappropriate for crowded trail
conditions. Horseback riders prefer not to share a trail with bikers because horses tend to
be easily startled by especially bikers in motion and to some degree hikers.
Staff and MIG have received a number of suggestions related to managing trail usage to
mitigate conflicts, and the more relevant ones are noted below (DP).





Should the Park be zoned by type of usage or user, limiting use in designated areas
to hikers, bikers, or horseback riders?
Should trails be designed by type of user, providing some exclusive trail options for
user type?
Should main loop users travel in a clockwise direction only or alternate by week?
Should bikers travel in the opposite direction to minimize conflicts?
Could programming be developed whereby exclusive use by type of user on certain
trails is implemented?

Given the size of the fire roads, the clustering of users (approximately 80%) along the main
loop, and primary trail usage by people on foot, it may be appropriate to manage trail
conflicts through enhanced outreach to user types, public information, signage, and trail
monitoring by rangers and volunteers. For example, Attachment G-2, Potential Facility
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Improvements, notes suggested locations for blind curve signage on the main loop to advise
bikers to slow down. A culture of shared trail usage with standard courtesies and
conventions could be promoted as part of an enhanced park management program (DP).
These include limiting leash length to 6 feet, using only one ear bud for iPods or similar
device rather than two, bikers using bells or calling out “on your left” as they pass, hikers in
large groups not extending across the width of the trail, and slower traffic utilizing the
perimeter of the fire roads allowing faster traffic to pass in the center.
Additionally, some trails may be designated and signed as having a primary purpose to
manage user expectations. For example, the main loop could be designated as primarily a
hiking trail; therefore, bikers need to yield to hikers and maintain reduced downhill speeds.
Certain single track trails could be designated as being for primarily bikers; therefore, hikers
who enter are advised to watch for bikers. So, while no trail is exclusive just for the benefit
of a certain type of user, users could be advised of the primary purpose of the trail (DP).
Trail Network
As has been noted, the CHWP contains a network of both official trails (the fire roads and
Sycamore Canyon Trail) and unofficial trails either carved primarily by bikers or created as
fire breaks. The fire roads are maintained by LA County to their standards and are in
relatively good condition. Some erosion is noted in various places. Some of the unofficial
trails have been created in jurisdictional waters, natural drainage gullies regulated by State
and Federal environmental agencies. While additional work needs to be completed
regarding the evaluation of trail conditions, MIG recommends that some of these informal
trails be incorporated into the official trail network, while others should be closed.
From a management perspective, trail maintenance standards would then need to be
established, as the City currently does not provide trail maintenance in the CHWP. Only the
fire roads are maintained by LA County. Trail maintenance standards would need to be
developed in the context of clarifying an overriding management philosophy, back country
versus suburban experience, and what the maintenance goals should be. Is the goal to
maintain for environmental considerations (minimize erosion detrimental to the watershed)
or to meet user expectations, and, if so, what type of user? The greater the maintenance
required, the greater the cost associated with that effort. For the October 11 TAC meeting,
staff is interested in soliciting input in general terms regarding this topic (DP).
Carrying Capacity: Is the Park “Too Crowded?” (DP)
Many residents have comments that the Park is “too crowded,” essentially the main loop,
and that an appropriate carrying capacity (numeric limit) should be established for the trail
system. “Crowded” is a subjective term. As discussed earlier in the report (Park
Reservation System section), park capacity issues can be related to social, biological or
physical conditions. From a carrying capacity perspective, the trail system can physically
accommodate the current usage levels. The actively maintained fire roads are wide and in
generally good condition per LA County’s standards. The consultant team has not
documented environmental impacts to habitat attributable to park usage, beyond relatively
minor issues, which can be mitigated. From a general environmental impact perspective,
the CHWP would not be deemed as exceeding capacity.
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From a social perspective, the main loop receives significantly more use than do the other
trails within the broader CHWP as approximately 80% of the Park’s users enter through the
main gate. According to the results of the intercept questionnaires, 93% of the visitors who
completed the survey indicated that the number of the people they saw on the trail did NOT
negatively affect their visit. Therefore, the vast majority of the current park visitors do not
necessarily consider the Park overcrowded. Thus, social conditions within the park do not
appear to have exceeded capacity. However, outside of the park, as discussed previously
in this report, social impacts do appear to be an issue in the neighborhoods adjacent to the
N. Mills entrance.
For those individuals seeking a more solitary experience, other areas of the park do exist.
Johnsons’ Pasture and Gale Ranch provide both fire roads and single track trail
opportunities with relatively few people. While these areas do not offer the same
accessibility in terms of available parking, they nonetheless exist and loop hikes are
available. An enhanced public information program could promote these other areas, as
well as other hiking, biking and horseback riding opportunities in nearby communities (DP).
Ongoing monitoring of usage would be necessary to respond to changing conditions and
potential neighborhood impacts.
Trail Amenities and Signage
In addition to the trash cans and sanitary facilities previously discussed, trail amenities at
the CHWP include a collection of signage styles for directional and informational purposes
as well as tree stumps and logs assembled by the rangers as benches. Trail signs are
typically “street-style” metal signs, many on metal posts, which have been individually
installed to respond to specific circumstances and directives. Temporary signs related to
park hours and the lack of sanitary facilities are mounted on A-frame barricades along the
entrances to Burbank and Cobalt trails. Representative samples of existing signage have
been included on Attachment G-1, Trail Amenities. A more cohesive sign program should
be developed in a style more appropriate for a natural setting. In so doing, educational
signage about park history, habitat, wild life and environmental benefits could be
incorporated (DP). Estimated costs for a sign program will depend on style, number, and
type. A more detailed sign program will be recommended later in the master planning
process based on community input.
Currently, benches consist of tree stumps and logs, assembled by the rangers and placed
throughout the main loop. These benches may suffice from “wilderness management”
philosophy or could be replaced with a manufactured bench style more consistent with
suburban expectations. Attachment G-1 contains pictures and pricing information for
discussion purposes (DP).
Visitor Management
Many concerns expressed by area residents and to some degree park users relate to
increasing general visitor or park management efforts to 1) improve compliance with park
rules; 2) encourage a culture of appreciation by park visitors for not only habitat
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conservation but also a respectful sharing of trail space by different types of users; and 3)
assist with park maintenance. Integral to this discussion is staffing (DP).
Various City departments participate in the overall management and maintenance of the
Park on a regular basis, as follows:


Human Services: A manager oversees a limited Park Ranger Program that consists
of two part-time paid positions working 20 hours per week and several volunteer
rangers whose numbers vary from 3 to 7 at any given time. Rangers work only on
the weekends, driving the trails to empty trash cans, offer assistance to users in
need, share information, monitor user behavior, stock the parking meters with paper,
and monitor trail conditions. They also monitor park reservations and organized
activities in the municipal parks. Office staff monitor the parking meters, manage the
regulated parking lots, and coordinate the dissemination of public information.



Community Services: This department is primarily responsible for trash and
landscape maintenance in the parking lots and for the porta-potty service contract.
Staff also remove graffiti, provide trail litter abatement services during the week if
necessary, and periodically clean up the de facto latrine areas. This department is
also responsible for assisting with park closures during emergencies or as preemptive measure during high fire risk days by posting main entry points with park
closure signs and monitoring the north parking lot until it is cleared and can be
locked.



Police Department: Parking enforcement officers patrol the north and south lots,
issuing tickets for unpermitted vehicles (temporary, resident, or annual) and for
vehicles parked before or after operating hours. Periodically officers also monitor
Park entrances to enforce Park operating hours.



City Manager’s Office: Staff provide strategic guidance related to park management
and the development of the master plan. Staff also manage website information
related to the CHWP, monitor land ownership for potential acquisition, negotiate with
sellers, coordinate with major acquisition funding sources, and engage in discussions
with adjacent cities to promote public access along the San Gabriel Mountains
corridor.



Community Development/Engineering: Engineering staff monitor traffic circulation
and parking trends in the vicinity of park access points, process petitions for parking
restrictions, and evaluate and implement infrastructure improvements.

To address increasing usage of the Park, respond to neighborhood impact concerns, and
implement many of the potential solutions identified in the master planning process,
additional field staff and park volunteers will likely be necessary. How many staff and
volunteers will depend upon which programs and strategies are implemented. Attachment
H-1 includes estimated staffing and outfitting costs by job classification, and Attachment H-2
includes considerations for developing a more robust volunteer program. It is important to
note that the current annual revenue projections for parking lot permits is budgeted at
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$350,000 per year, which is the primary source of funding to support any enhanced
management and maintenance of the CHWP.
Emergency Closure Policy (DP)
Finally, from a user safety perspective, staff would like input regarding an emergency
closure policy for the CHWP. Periodically, the CHWP is closed for a variety of reasons,
such as during an emergency response when rescue equipment is on the trails or because
of high fire risk during certain conditions.
Currently, either the City Manager or the Police Chief in his absence make the decision to
close the Park as part of an emergency response or as a proactive measure due to high fire
risk. High fire risk is evaluated based on red flag warnings issued by the National Weather
Service, which includes humidity levels, temperature, and wind velocity; wind direction; and
whether any brush fires exist within the area that could reach Claremont. Obviously, a fire
that originates in Claremont would result in an immediate park evacuation and closure.
Typically high fire risk is associated with Santa Ana conditions, with winds blowing from east
to west. Therefore, the recent brush fires in Glendora and Azusa, did not present a high risk
for Claremont from those particular fires as the wind direction was pushing the brush fires in
a northwesterly direction. The Etiwanda Fire, however, was east of the City and could have
potentially reached Claremont if not contained, as the Grand Prix fire did in 2003. If a brush
fire did not originate in Claremont, travel time to the City limits would depend greatly on a
number of factors, not the least of which is distance. Brush fires have unique behavior
patterns directly affected by fuel source, topography, and weather conditions, which are well
studied by fire prevention and suppression agencies. Accordingly, LA County Fire is
frequently consulted when brush fires are nearby as part of the decision to close the CHWP.
Because there is no specific standard by which to close the CHWP, when the decision to do
so is made, alerting the public and effecting the closure not only requires staff to mobilize,
but also surprises many park visitors, who are either turned away or asked to leave the
park. If a standard policy were established, such as closing automatically for red flag
warnings, with enhanced public awareness efforts, park users would be able to better plan
their visit to the Park. Closing automatically for red flag warnings also provides the greatest
safety to park users, rather than issuing a closure when a fire actually begins. If a fire were
to start within our locally owned hillsides, evacuating the park during peak usage could take
a minimum of several hours at great risk to the people on the trails.
Attachment H-3 includes information regarding red flag warnings, how many days per year
by month the National Weather Service has issued red flag warnings for the Claremont
area, and how many days the City Manager or the Police Chief closed the CHWP. This
information represents current practice and potential outcomes if the CHWP is automatically
closed during red flag warnings.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This report contains many suggestions and strategies to enhance management of the
CHWP, either most frequently discussed or submitted by the public, or by staff and the
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ATTACHMENTS SUMMARY
REPORT 1: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Please refer to Report 1 for links to the documents listed below or to the City’s website for
the documents noted as being available online.
A. History of Acquisitions and Related Policies
1. Map of CHWP Acquisitions, available online.
2. Chronology of City-Owned Hillside Acquisitions
3. CHWP Management Plan, 2006, available online.
B. Estimated Annual Usage, available online
C. Baseline Environmental Conditions, available online.
1. Exhibit 4: Biological Resources/ Concerns & Unauthorized Trails Map
2. Exhibit 5: Unauthorized Trails
3. Exhibit 2: Trail Conditions
4. Exhibit 1: Natural Resources
5. General Condition Pictures
D. Intercept Survey Results: Key Findings, available online
E. Park Comparison Chart, available online.
REPORT 2: MANAGEMENT OPTIONS AND POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
F. Neighborhood Impacts Considerations
1. Parking Lot Regulations, available online.
2. Temporary Parking Permit Sales, attached.
3. Map of CHWP Restricted Parking, attached.
4. Chronology of Restricted Parking, attached.
5. South Lot Expansion Options, a & b, attached.
6. Other Near-by Parking Lot Options, attached.
7. Shuttle Option Information, attached.
8. Main Gate Turnstile Information, attached.
G. Environmental Resource Considerations
1. Trail Amenities, attached.
2. Exhibit 3: Potential Facility Improvements Map, attached.
H. Visitor Management Considerations
1. Potential Staffing Options, attached.
2. Volunteer Program, attached.
3. Red Flag Warning Information, attached.
APPENDIX A – Discussion Points

ATTACHMENT F-2

Daily CHWP Temporary Parking Permit Sales (July 1, 2013 to June, 30, 2014):
Day of the
Week
Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Thursdays
Fridays
Saturdays
Sundays
Total

Gross Revenue
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

57,129
39,744
37,593
37,014
35,859
50,010
67,557
324,906

Number of
Permits Sold
19,043
13,248
12,531
12,338
11,953
16,670
22,519
108,302

Monthly CHWP Temporary Parking Permit Summary (July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014):
Month
June 2014
May 2014
April 2014
March 2014
February 2014
January 2014
December 2013
November 2013
October 2013
September 2013
August 2013
July 2013
Total

Gross Revenue
$32,940
$26,070
$32,145
$34,374
$29,103
$34,386
$22,098
$21,891
$22,443
$20,163
$23,667
$25,626
$324,906

Number of Permits Sold
10,980
8,690
10,715
11,458
9,701
11,462
7,366
7,297
7,481
6,721
7,889
8,542
108,302

FY 13-14 approximately $40,400 was received in Annual Permit sales, or a total of $365,400 in permit
sales.
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ATTACHMENT F-4

Parking Restrictions adjacent to Claremont Hills Wilderness Park
Summary of City Council approvals and installation dates

2008 – 2011 Parking Restrictions on Via Santa Catarina and Adirondack Lane
July 8, 2008

City Council approves the installation of Residential Permit Parking
(RPP) on Via Santa Catarina, to be in effect seven days a week,
from Dusk to Dawn. To be in effect for a two-year period.

March 24, 2009

City Council approves the installation of Residential Permit Parking
on Adirondack Lane, from Dawn to Dusk. RPP to be in effect for a
two-year period.

Feb. 22, 2011

Permanent RPP approved by Council on Via Santa Catarina.

July 26, 2011

City Council approves the permanent installation of RPP on
Adirondack, from Dawn to Dusk.

Dec. 11, 2012

Council denies request for hours of RPP on Via Santa Catarina to
be extended to 24-hours a day.

2013 – Present Parking restrictions adjacent to CHWP Main Entrance on Mills

March 2009March 2013

March 22, 2013:

Park use increases, and the parking use expands, with parking
occurring on Mills Avenue (from the park entrance to south of
Pomello), Pomello Drive, and Mt. Baldy Road (Mills to Via Padova).
The newly expanded and metered CHWP and TCT parking lots are
opened. On-street parking is removed on Mt. Baldy Road (Mills to
Via Padova) and Mills Avenue (Pomello to park entrance).
Council approval date of parking removal on Mills and Mt. Baldy:
January 28, 2013.
Parking meters become functional/ enforceable on April 15, 2013.

Parking restrictions adjacent to CHWP Main Entrance (cont.)
Sept. 2013:

New RPP signs are installed on the following street segments
adjacent to the Claremont Hills Wilderness Park, to be in effect 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
Council approval date July 23, 2013. Enforcement begins on
September 20, 2013.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

.

Pomello Drive: Mills Avenue to westerly end.
Dillard Avenue
St. Gregory Street
Pennsylvania Place
Mills Avenue: Pomello Drive to Alamosa Drive
Brigham Young Drive: Mills Avenue to easterly end of cul-desac
7. Independence Drive
8. Alamosa Drive, Mills to Bonnie Brae
9. Elmira, north of Pomello
10. Vincennes, north of Pomello

October 2013

Staff begins to receive input from residents adjacent to the newly
established RPP. The overflow parking has now relocated to these
new areas and residents are informing staff of the negative impacts
associated with this overflow parking.

Oct. 8, 2013

Council approves RPP on Pomello Drive (Grand Avenue to Padua
Avenue).

July 16, 2014

New RPP installed on Holyoke Place, Macalester Place and
Forsyth Place.
Council approval date: April 22, 2014

Sept. 8, 2014

New RPP installed on Mills Avenue (Alamosa Drive to Charleston
Drive) and Bluefield Drive (west of Mills)
Council approval date: June 10, 2014

ATTACHMENT F-5a
South Lot Expansion Option 1

This option includes expanding the existing 45 space south lot (grey shaded portion) for a
total of 170 parking stalls, including 6 ADA. Estimated cost is $360,000, which includes
reconfiguring the existing lot as shown, for a per space cost of $2,120.
In this option,
two detention basins have been incorporated to capture parking lot surface water in
accordance with storm water permit requirements. These estimated costs are based
on a conceptual layout for the purposes of a general discussion only.
This option would require approval by DPW for not only lease purposes but also given the
proximity to Chicken Creek.

ATTACHMENT F-5b
South Lot Expansion Option 2

This option includes reconfiguring the existing 45 space south lot (grey shaded portion) for
a total of 284 parking stalls, including 7 ADA. Estimated cost is $479,000, which includes
reconfiguring the existing lot as shown, for an estimated per space cost of $1,700. In this
option, above ground detention basins have been incorporated to capture parking lot
surface water in accordance with storm water permit requirements. These estimated
costs are based on a conceptual layout for the purposes of a general discussion
only.
This cost does not include estimated property acquisition costs of $600,000 and would
require approval by DPW for not only lease purposes but also given the proximity to
Chicken Creek. Factoring in potential property acquisition costs, the estimated per space
cost for these 284 parking stalls is $3,800.

ATTACHMENT F-6

PARKING LOTS NEAR CHWP

No.
1.
2.

Parking Lot
Wilderness Park –
North Lot
Thompson Creek
Trail – South Lot

Location

Walking Distance to
CHWP Main Entrance
(Miles – One Way)

N. Mills – Main Entrance

0

N. Mills and Mt. Baldy
Road

.2

No. of Spaces
R – Regular
H – Handicap
129 R
5H
43 R
2H

3.

Indian Hill Blvd

2480 Indian Hill Blvd

.8

20 R

4.

La Puerta Park

2430 Indian Hill Blvd

.8

59 R
2H

5.

Padua Park

4200 Padua Road

1.2

45 R
2H
Approx. 50 spaces in
north dirt lot area

6.

Towne Avenue
Shoulder Dirt Area

North of Baseline

1.7

46

Availability
7 days a week,
Coincides with CHWP hours
7 days a week,
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
NOTE: Indian Hill Blvd., La Puerta Park, and Padua
Park parking lots are impacted by sports field usage.
The months, days, and times below are when sports
usage is NOT schedule and spaces are available.
Monday - Friday
January-June: 6 a.m. – 5 p.m.
July-August: 6 a.m. – 10 p.m.
September-December: 6 a.m. – 5.p.m.
Saturday
January-June: 4:00 p.m. – 10 p.m.
July-August: 6 a.m. – 10 p.m.
September-December: 4 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Sunday
6 a.m. – 10 p.m.
7 days a week

ATTACHMENT F-6

ATTACHMENT F-7
1100 Corporate Center Dr., Suite 201
Monterey Park, CA 91754
t: 323-260-4703 f: 323-260-4705
www.koacorporation.com

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
Date:

September 15, 2014

To:

John Baas, Ph.D. – MIG

From:

Brian A. Marchetti, AICP

Subject

Claremont Wilderness Park Project – Shuttle Feasibility Analysis

As part of KOA traffic assistance to MIG on the Claremont Wilderness Park project, a park shuttle feasibility
analysis was undertaken. The goal of the analysis was to investigate the basic logistics and annualized costs of
providing a visitor shuttle to the Park from the Claremont Metrolink park-and-ride lot. The assumptions, analysis,
and conclusions are summarized in the following sections.
Service Route and Stops
The assumed service route for the shuttle is as follows:
To Park:
 A starting point and stop at the Metrolink park-and-ride lot, located on 1st Street to the east of College
Avenue.
 A route continuing east on 1st Street, north on Claremont Boulevard, north on Monte Vista Avenue, west
on Base Line Road, and north on Mills Avenue to cul-de-sac at northern terminus at Park.
 A stop on the west side of the Mills Avenue cul-de-sac.
From Park:
 A starting point and stop on the west side of the northern Mills Road cul-de-sac
 A route continuing south on Mills Avenue, west on Base Line Road, south on Indian Hill Boulevard, and
east on 1st Street to the Claremont Metrolink depot.
 A stop at the Metrolink depot, on 1st Street near Harvard Avenue
 A stop and short layover at the Metrolink park-and-ride lot
The conceptual shuttle route is illustrated in Attachment A.
Use of Claremont park-and-ride/Transit Center Stops
The stop at the Metrolink park-and-ride lot would overlap with Foothill Transit bus bays adjacent to 1st Street at
that location. An agreement between the City and Foothill Transit could be created so that the shuttle bus could
use a low frequency Foothill Transit line bus bay (that does not layover at this location) that would be shared
between the City shuttle and Foothill Transit.

There are also separate layover bus bays at this location, which could potentially be converted for use as the
shuttle stop as well, if interference with Foothill Transit operations would not result.
Scheduling and Operations
The route was timed in the field during a weekday period and on during a Saturday peak period. The one-way
average trip time was 11-12 minutes and this was fairly constant between peak periods on the weekday and
weekend. This information was used to create a conceptual schedule for the service, and the total service time
represented by the schedule was used to compute the daily, monthly, and annual service costs to provide the
shuttle.
Route Conceptual Schedule
Conceptual schedules for weekday and weekend service are provided in two following tables. This concept
would provide for the following:



30-minute/one-vehicle service on weekdays (shown in Table 1), with a first northbound trip at 7:00 a.m.
and a final southbound trip after 5:00 p.m.
15-minute/two-vehicle service on weekends from approximately (shown in Table 2), with a first
northbound trip at 7:00 a.m. and a final southbound trip before 7:00 p.m.

A short two-minute stop time at the Park was assumed in the schedules, and a five-minute stop/layover time was
also assumed for the Claremont park-and-ride/Transit Center location.
The size of the bus to be used would be determined by the City as part of planning for the service. It is assumed
that a city shuttle-type vehicle would be used that is approximately 30-feet in length and seats approximately 20
passengers.
The type of vehicle will not necessarily affect the schedule, but would affect the ability of the vehicle to traverse
the Mills Avenue residential area with a moderate visual footprint and it would also affect the ability of the vehicle
to turn around within the cul-de-sac at the Park site.
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TABLE 1 – WEEKDAY SERVICE CONCEPTUAL SCHEDULE
WEEKDAY SCHEDULE ‐ ONE BUS ‐ 30 MIN FREQUENCY
NORTHBOUND
0:00
0:11
Claremont
Transit
North Mills
Center
Parking Lot
7:00
7:11
7:30
7:41
8:00
8:11
8:30
8:41
9:00
9:11
9:30
9:41
10:00
10:11
10:30
10:41
11:00
11:11
11:30
11:41
12:00
12:11
12:30
12:41
13:00
13:11
13:30
13:41
14:00
14:11
14:30
14:41
15:00
15:11
15:30
15:41
16:00
16:11
16:30
16:41
17:00
17:11
Total Daily Hours:

0:00

SOUTHBOUND
0:11

North Mills
Parking Lot
7:13
7:43
8:13
8:43
9:13
9:43
10:13
10:43
11:13
11:43
12:13
12:43
13:13
13:43
14:13
14:43
15:13
15:43
16:13
16:43
17:13

Claremont
Depot
7:24
7:54
8:24
8:54
9:24
9:54
10:24
10:54
11:24
11:54
12:24
12:54
13:24
13:54
14:24
14:54
15:24
15:54
16:24
16:54
17:24

0:01
Claremont
Transit
Center
7:25
7:55
8:25
8:55
9:25
9:55
10:25
10:55
11:25
11:55
12:25
12:55
13:25
13:55
14:25
14:55
15:25
15:55
16:25
16:55
17:25

10:25
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TABLE 2 – WEEKEND SERVICE CONCEPTUAL SCHEDULE
WEEKEND SCHEDULE ‐ 2 BUSES, 15 MIN FREQUENCY
NORTHBOUND
0:00
0:11
Claremont
Transit
North Mills
Center
Parking Lot
7:00
7:11
7:15
7:26
7:30
7:41
7:45
7:56
8:00
8:11
8:15
8:26
8:30
8:41
8:45
8:56
9:00
9:11
9:15
9:26
9:30
9:41
9:45
9:56
10:00
10:11
10:15
10:26
10:30
10:41
10:45
10:56
11:00
11:11
11:15
11:26
11:30
11:41
11:45
11:56
12:00
12:11
12:15
12:26
12:30
12:41
12:45
12:56
13:00
13:11
13:15
13:26
13:30
13:41
13:45
13:56
14:00
14:11
14:15
14:26
14:30
14:41
14:45
14:56
15:00
15:11
15:15
15:26
15:30
15:41
15:45
15:56
16:00
16:11
16:15
16:26
16:30
16:41
16:45
16:56
17:00
17:11
17:15
17:26
17:30
17:41
17:45
17:56
18:00
18:11
18:15
18:26
18:30
18:41
Bus 1 Daily Hours:
Bus 2 Daily Hours:
Total Daily Hours:

0:00

SOUTHBOUND
0:11

North Mills Claremont
Parking Lot
Depot
7:13
7:24
7:28
7:39
7:43
7:54
7:58
8:09
8:13
8:24
8:28
8:39
8:43
8:54
8:58
9:09
9:13
9:24
9:28
9:39
9:43
9:54
9:58
10:09
10:13
10:24
10:28
10:39
10:43
10:54
10:58
11:09
11:13
11:24
11:28
11:39
11:43
11:54
11:58
12:09
12:13
12:24
12:28
12:39
12:43
12:54
12:58
13:09
13:13
13:24
13:28
13:39
13:43
13:54
13:58
14:09
14:13
14:24
14:28
14:39
14:43
14:54
14:58
15:09
15:13
15:24
15:28
15:39
15:43
15:54
15:58
16:09
16:13
16:24
16:28
16:39
16:43
16:54
16:58
17:09
17:13
17:24
17:28
17:39
17:43
17:54
17:58
18:09
18:13
18:24
18:28
18:39
18:43
18:54

0:01
Claremont
Transit
Center
7:25
7:40
7:55
8:10
8:25
8:40
8:55
9:10
9:25
9:40
9:55
10:10
10:25
10:40
10:55
11:10
11:25
11:40
11:55
12:10
12:25
12:40
12:55
13:10
13:25
13:40
13:55
14:10
14:25
14:40
14:55
15:10
15:25
15:40
15:55
16:10
16:25
16:40
16:55
17:10
17:25
17:40
17:55
18:10
18:25
18:40
18:55

Bus
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

11:55
11:25
23:20
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Operational Costs Assumptions
Local transit providers such as Foothill Transit commonly procure their vehicles through grants or earmarks. A
service contract for the shuttle service could include leasing of the vehicles. A service agreement with a local
transit provided could be feasible, but vehicle issues would need to be worked out.
Local service providers may have spare vehicles available that they could use for weekday service, although they
do need to keep a spare ratio that can be dispatched quickly when problems arise for base service. For weekend
service, it is highly likely that spares would be available to provide the service, as peak service is generally reduced
in frequency on weekends.
If a vehicle leasing arrangement or use of spare vehicles cannot be arranged, new vehicles would need to be
purchased or the City would need to directly lease the vehicles at an additional cost. The cost does not
necessarily include vehicle procurement costs, but a service agreement with a local transit agency could
potentially include vehicle costs at this rate.
Operational Costs Calculations
The total computed service/revenue hour totals from the conceptual schedules is 10:25 for weekdays and 23:20
for weekends. These include total hours for each schedule, whether one or two buses are used.
Costs per revenue hour for bus service have a wide range. The costs typically include bus operator pay, fuel
costs, vehicle maintenance/insurance, etc. This all depends on the details of the service contract.
2012 summary data for transit service within the United States, from the National Transit Database Transit Profiles
report indicates that an average cost of bus service per hour is approximately $126.60. Current Metro hourly
bus service costs are approximately $124.45, while a smaller agency such as Beach Cities Transit has an hourly
cost as low as $44.00, and in Bakersfield bus service has an hourly cost of $69.27. Recent Foothill Transit service
costs per hour are approximately $88. An hourly cost of $90 was assumed for the operational cost estimate
provided here.




Daily cost of weekday service: 10:25 or 10.42 daily hours x $90 = $937.80
Monthly cost of weekday service: Assuming 22 weekdays in a month = 22 x $937.80= $20,631.60
Annual cost of weekday service: Monthly cost x 12 = $20,631.60 x 12 = $247,579.20





Daily cost of weekend service: 23:20 or 23.33 daily hours x $90 = $2,099.70
Monthly cost of weekend service: Assuming 8 weekend days in a month = 8 x $2,099.70 = $16,797.60
Annual cost of weekend service: Monthly cost x 12 = $16,797.60 x 12 = $201,571.20

The total annualized service cost would be $449,150.40. This cost does not necessarily include vehicle
procurement costs, but most service contracts could include vehicle costs at this rate. Modifications to the
service range (start time/end time for daily service), or number of buses and service frequency (which are directly
related), would change the total costs of the service.
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Other Considerations
In terms of vehicle costs, the City has many options in procuring the vehicles for this service. Vehicles could be
leased at first as part of a service trial. They could be purchased at a later point, or a contractor could provide
the vehicles as part of a service contract. Special graphics that promote the park shuttle could be developed and
the buses could be “wrapped” with these graphics to provide advertising for and promotion of the City-provided
service.
The vehicles used for the service would likely need to be smaller than the standard 40-foot transit vehicle, in
order to negotiate the turnaround/cul-de-sac at the northern end of Mills Avenue. Many local transit fleets are
primarily made up of 40-foot vehicles.
Bus stop signs will be necessary at the stop locations. These can also have branded graphics that match the
vehicle graphics. Some transit agencies allow sharing of bus stop sign poles with other operators, but Foothill
Transit tends not to share sign locations.
Schedules and stop locations maps for the service should be provided as one folded pamphlet, and could be made
available on-line as a PDF, at City Hall, and at other locations throughout the City.
The City could provide the service as a free service in order to assure that ridership and vehicle diversion from
Park lots is high as possible, or could charge a low per-passenger fare such as $0.25 or $0.50 to recover some
operational costs. Farebox recovery (fares divided by service costs) for a service like this, with varying passenger
loads and limited stops, would likely not be much higher than 10 or 15 percent. Parking fees at Park lots could
also be used to offset the costs of this service.
Many modern transit vehicles provide bike racks on the front of the bus and usually accommodate a maximum of
two bicycles. This feature should be considered as part of vehicle procurement/leasing.
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ATTACHMENT A –
CONCEPTUAL SHUTTLE ROUTE
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APPENDIX F-8
Main Gate Entry Turnstile Option
Example of an entry turnstile
http://www.alvaradomfg.com/mst47-full-height-turnstile.htm

Turnstile should be large enough to accommodate bikes, strollers, and multiple people
simultaneously to facilitate entry. Necessary improvements include electrical or solar power
source, fence and vehicle gate modifications, and controller to program opening and closing
times. Estimated installation cost is approximately $25,000.

ATTACHMENT G-1
TRAIL AMENITIES
Bear-resistant Trash Cans
Retail for approximately $650 each.
32 gallon, multiple color options.
Secure to concrete pad.
Side by side for trash & recycling,
including tax, shipping & installation,
approximately $1,500 per location.

Sanitary Facility Options
Pit Toilet

A seat would be included.

Compostable Toilet

M54 Trailhead Series
Designed for relatively low use in remote locations such as parks and golf courses, the Trailhead includes a complete
composter-building package that offers a superior alternative to portable toilets and pit latrines. The composting unit is
buried and serves as the foundation for the light-weight, ADA accessible toilet room structure. With foam-core panels for
the floor and walls, the Trailhead is typically installed in less than two days. No concrete is necessary. When grid-power is
not available, a custom-designed solar system is used to power the fan that keeps the Trailhead odorless. Both single and
double-stall models are available in kit or pre-fabricated form; the base is also available separately. A variety of finish
options are also available from cedar shakes to standing seam metal roofs.

From Clivus Multrum, Inc. http://www.clivusmultrum.com/products-services.php
Current Trail Signage

Suggested Signage Styles / Example

Current Bench Examples
Rest area at Cobolt
& Burbank Trails
junction with
Ranger- made
benches, temporary
trash can and
various signs in the
background.

Ranger made
bench carved from
a downed tree, left
trailside.

Ranger made
bench installed to
deter traffic on an
eroded, steep
unofficial trail.

Optional Bench Style Information
As an example, Ross Recreation Equipment, a subsidiary of DuMor Site Furnishings, is a
typical provider of park benches. Standard bench sizes are 6 feet and 8 feet in length, with
Douglas Fir and Brazilian Ipe as the two wood options. Metal or plastic options are also
available. I went on a natural wood, minimalist aesthetic—rather than metallic or plastic—
bench because of the undeveloped setting of the park. Below are the reference codes and
costs of 3 bench series, excluding tax and freight costs. It is estimated that 5 benches will
be need at CHWP.
Bench 79
Bench 79 Series
6’L Douglas Fir……….…$340
8’L Douglas Fir …….…..$470
6’L Ipe............................$530
8’L Ipe…………………...$715
Not including tax, shipping &
installation

Bench 34
Bench 34 Series
6’L Douglas Fir…………$415
8’L Douglas Fir …….…..$460
6’L Ipe............................$765
8’L Ipe…………………...$850
Not including tax, shipping &
installation

Bench 56
Bench 56 Series
6’L Douglas Fir…………$510
8’L Douglas Fir …….…..$610
6’L Ipe............................$980
8’L Ipe…………………$1,220
Not including tax, shipping &
installation

ATTACHMENT G-2
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ATTACHMENT H-1
Potential Staffing Options
Paid staffing recommendations to support the CHWP will depend greatly on the outcomes of
the master planning process. The positions outlined below include some basic assumptions
and would require a classification and compensation evaluation to ensure job duties and
salaries are consistent with market conditions. The costs noted are annual salaries with
benefits at top step for budget implication purposes. These positions and costs are being
presented for discussion purposes only at this point and no specific staffing
recommendations are being proposed.
Senior Ranger:
$78,000 / year
If approved, a robust CHWP management program that includes more extensive
programming, public outreach, and enforcement with paid and volunteer staff resources
would likely require a senior ranger to directly supervise those activities. This position would
be a new classification and has been initially ranked at the same level as a Human Services
Program Coordinator. This position would supervise all visitor management, park
monitoring and potentially enforcement at the CHWP. This person would be PC 832
certified for citation authority, and certified in CPR and Basic First Aid. This position would
supervise full- and part-time paid staff as well any volunteers or docent program. This
position would develop and implement any approved programming at the CHWP and assist
with public information, awareness and outreach.
Ranger, Full-Time: $70,000 / year
Also a new classification, these employees would be PC 832, CPR and Basic First Aid
certified. They would be responsible for parking lot and main gate monitoring and
enforcement; checking entry passes if a system were implemented; monitoring other
entrances and trail conditions; driving or riding the trail system to monitor visitor behavior,
enforce rules, promote appropriate park culture, perform minor maintenance, and evacuate
the trails during closures.
Parking Enforcement Officer: $70,000 / year
A current job classification, this position reports to the Police Department and is PC 832
certified. They would provide enforcement services only for parking lot regulations and
potentially park hour violations.
Ranger, Part-Time: $15,000 / year
A current classification, these incumbents may or may not have the certifications required of
the full-time staff. They would work no more than 20 hours per week on a schedule that
supplements full-time staff to accomplish program management goals as directed.
Currently, Human Services has two part-time ranger positions budgeted, both PC 832
certified. These individuals work primarily on weekends and perform some of the functions
listed for the full-time ranger position outlined above. They currently report directly to a
Human Services Manager.

CHWP MASTER PLAN TAC MEETING
October 11, 2014
Report 2, Page 10
Equipment Needs
4WD Pick Up – Vehicles should be upfitted with light bars and lockable utility or storage
boxes. Estimated cost is $38,000, not including ongoing costs for fuel, regular service and
repairs.
Radios / Cell Phones – Ranger staff should be provided with radios ($3,000 each) and / or
cell phones ($50 each) to communicate with dispatch, amongst themselves, and outside
service providers. The noted costs do not include monthly air time charges.
Uniforms – Outfitting staff with uniforms and boots is estimated $1,500 per person, with
articles replaced as needed.

ATTACHMENT H-2
Volunteer Program Considerations
Various park systems, open space councils, and wilderness preserves across the country
utilize the aid of volunteers to assist with recreational and programming needs. Volunteer
programs can cater to groups of all ages and are beneficial to both park administrators and
community members. In order to develop a volunteer program for the CHWP, MIG
recommends that the City complete the following steps:
 Identify needs
 Understand capacity
 Formalize guidelines
 Recruit volunteers
 Evaluate and Recognize volunteers
Identify CHWP Needs
The City of Claremont needs to first identify needs and desires for CHWP. Questions to ask
include:





What sort of work will volunteers be performing? What service gaps need to be filled?
The City should create volunteer programs around these needs. For example, the
East Bay Regional Park District (EBRPD) separates volunteers into the following
categories: habitat restoration, trail maintenance, stewardship, public safety, events,
and education (docents).
The process may be as detailed as conducting a formalized needs assessment to
gauge community interests, or simply creating a program based on known gaps that
need to be addressed.
Based on community input and interaction with the community and TAC for the
CHWP Master Plan MIG believes the City could build volunteer capacity for: habitat
enhancement projects, environmental education programs, trail liaison services, and
data collection (citizen science).

Understand capacity
Even though a volunteer program helps mitigate costs and staffing requirements, City staff
will still be required to produce materials, coordinate and train volunteers, and help manage
the program. A volunteer coordinator would need to be identified based upon the type of
services performed.
Create formalized guidelines and protocols
The City should establish a clear-cut guideline for volunteers and City staff, for whatever
type of volunteer program (i.e. youth volunteering, habitat restoration, docents, etc.) it
creates, including a:
 Description (outline of the program and its needs)
 Volunteer Qualifications (experience, ability)
 Training protocol (time of training, if any)
 The mission
(a) Establishing a formalized mission statement aids in creating unity and a common
understanding for the goals of a volunteer program. For example, the EBRPD has the
following mission for wildlife volunteers:

“The Wildlife Volunteers are an “elite” group of caring people of all ages striving to
improve the quality of life for birds and wildlife in the East Bay Regional Park District.
We are dedicated to assisting the East Bay Regional Park District’s Stewardship staff
with protecting, managing, conserving and enhancing the region’s important scenic
and natural resources. Wildlife Volunteers renew their connections to the land
through sciences-based, hands-on conservation and resource management
activities.”
(b) Safety guidelines are essential and highly advised, and should be reaffirmed during
training.
(c) Guidelines should be clear to all volunteers, which is why informal contracts or
brochures detailing responsibilities are helpful. An example of EBRPD’s docent
brochure can be found here: http://www.ebparks.org/Assets/files/docent_volunteer_224-11.pdf
Community Outreach
(a) Establishing an adequate volunteer base is key to creating a meaningful volunteer
program. Because there is already interest at CHWP for a volunteer program,
additional interest can be cultivated through a variety of outreach methods. To
accomplish this, the City should also:
 Advertise to senior citizen homes, youth groups, churches, schools, and
community centers (i.e. local YMCA, etc.)
 Disperse flyers at local events (i.e. farmers’ markets, etc.)
 Post volunteer opportunities on the City website
 Utilize social media to market opportunities and to popularize past
experiences. For example, many park districts have Facebook pages that
advertise volunteer events, and the California Coastal Commission uses a
Twitter and Instagram hashtag for its annual coastal clean-up day.
Evaluate and Recognize Volunteers
Volunteer efforts and work should be regularly evaluated in terms of actions accomplished,
quality of work, and volunteer satisfaction to ensure efforts are aligned with expectations
and needs. Volunteers who regularly contribute time and energy to support the CHWP’s
goals and mission should also be recognized for their service on an annual basis.
The costs associated with this program will depend on the scope and duties assigned. In
addition to staff program management, costs would include the preparation and printing of
training and promotional material, t-shirts or branded wear to be worn while conducting
CHWP work, potentially vehicle and radio or cell phone access, and any costs associated
with volunteer recognition and appreciation.

ATTACHMENT H-3

Red Flag Warning Definition
A Red Flag Warning also known as a Fire Weather Warning is a forecast warning issued by the United
States National Weather Service to inform area firefighting and land management agencies that
conditions are ideal for wildland fire ignition, and rapid propagation. After drought conditions, and when
humidity is very low, and especially when high or erratic winds which may include lightning are a factor,
the Red Flag Warning becomes a critical statement for firefighting agencies. These agencies often alter
their staffing and equipment resources dramatically to accommodate the forecast risk. To the public, a
Red Flag Warning means high fire danger with increased probability of a quickly spreading vegetation
fire in the area within 24 hours.
The weather criteria for fire weather watches and red flag warnings vary with each Weather Service
Office’s warning area based on the local vegetation type, topography, and distance from major water
sources. They usually include the daily vegetation moisture content calculations, expected afternoon
high temperature, afternoon minimum relative humidity and daytime wind speed.
Outdoor burning bans may also be proclaimed by local law and fire agencies based on Red Flag
Warnings.
A separate but less imminent forecast may include a Fire Weather Watch, which is issued to alert fire
and land management agencies to the possibility that Red Flag conditions may exist beyond the first
forecast period (12 hours). The watch is issued generally 12 to 48 hours in advance of the expected
conditions, but can be issued up to 72 hours in advance if the NWS agency is reasonably confident. The
term “Fire Weather Watch” is headlined in the routine forecast and issued as a product. That watch
then remains in effect until it expires, is canceled, or upgraded to a Red Flag Warning to inform area
firefighting and land management agencies that conditions are ideal for wildland fire ignition, and rapid
propagation. After drought conditions, and A Red Flag Warning also known as a Fire Weather Warning is
a forecast warning issued by the United States National Weather Service to inform area firefighting and
land management agencies that conditions are ideal for wildland fire ignition, and rapid propagation.
After drought conditions, and when humidity is very low, and especially when high or erratic winds
which may include lightning are a factor, the Red Flag Warning becomes a critical statement for
firefighting agencies. These agencies often alter their staffing and equipment resources dramatically to
accommodate the forecast risk. To the public, a Red Flag Warning means high fire danger with increased
probability of a quickly spreading vegetation fire in the area within 24 hours.
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Red flag warnings issued for the greater San Gabriel/Pomona
Valleys and Foothill Corridor years 2011-2014 per the National
Weather Service:
2014 (through August)
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Number of Red Flag
Warnings Issued
5
0
1
1
6
0
0
0
13

Number of Days
CHWP Closed
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
4

2013
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Number of Red Flag
Warnings Issued
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
10
4
3
2
3
28

Number of Days
CHWP Closed
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2

2012
Month
January
February

Number of Red Flag
Warnings Issued
1
0
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Number of Days
CHWP Closed*
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March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

4
5
1
0
0
1
2
6
1
1
22

-

2011 – (only data from last 4 months of the year available)
Month
September
October
November
December
Total

Number of Red Flag
Warnings Issued
3
4
4
6
17

Number of Days
CHWP Closed*
-

*Number of days CHWP closed not available for years 2011 and 2012
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APPENDIX A
Discussion Points
(In general order as presented in the report)
Guiding Principles
A. Comments regarding the draft principles? Discuss at the beginning or end of the
meeting.
Goal 3: Minimize impacts to the Surrounding Neighborhoods
A. Existing Parking Lots
1. Adjust temporary permit parking fees to moderate usage, i.e. higher rates for peak
times?
2. Designate the TCT lot for only Claremont resident permit holders?
B. Existing On-Street Parking
1. Install in-fill sidewalks on N. Mills or on adjacent streets?
C. Additional Parking Options
1. Lift some of the current parking restrictions? By the Mills block walls?
2. Expand the south lot? Option A or B?
3. Reserve a portion of the south lot for only Claremont residents, or Resident and
Annual Permit holders?
4. Provide free parking?
5. Construct shoulder parking on N. Mills?
6. Construct shoulder parking on Pomello?
7. Encourage free parking at other nearby parks?
8. Implement a transit shuttle?
D. Park Entry Reservation System
1. What should the reservation time periods be?
2. Should parking fees be eliminated in exchange for a park entry fee?
3. What should be the numeric limit be for entries?
4. How should potential conflicts with TCT parking lot usage be resolved?
5. Allow shuttle riders (if implemented) to enter without a reservation, showing proof of
transit ride?
E. CHWP Operating Hours
1. Modify or confirm current operating hours?
2. Install a large turnstile at the main gate?
3. Open / close north parking lot gates at designated times?
4. Expand north parking lot hours by half an hour morning and evening?
Goal 1: Preserve the Park as an Environmental Resource
A. Litter
1. Install bear-resistant trash and recycling cans?
B. Sanitary Facilities
1. Install sanitary facilities, and if so, which type?
2. Install restrooms in the south lot?

CHWP MASTER PLAN TAC MEETING
October 11, 2014
Report 2, Page 14
Goal 3: Manage the Park as a Passive Recreational Opportunity
A. Management Philosophy
1. All hillsides acquisitions, past and future, managed as the CHWP?
2. Change the name?
3. To what expectation standards should the CHWP be managed? Backcountry
wilderness or suburban or a balance between both?
B. Park Zones or Exclusive Use Trails
1. Zone by user or designate exclusive use trails?
2. Address conflicts through enhanced visitor management / awareness outreach?
3. Designate primary but not exclusive use trails to manage expectations?
C. Trail Network
1. If incorporate informal trails into the official network, to what standard or expectation
should the trails be maintained?
D. Carrying Capacity
1. Is the Park “Too Crowded”?
2. Should the lesser used areas of the park be promoted through public information for
those seeking more solitude?
E. Trail Amenities and Signage
1. Implement a more consistent, wilderness style sign program?
2. Develop educational signage?
3. Install different bench seating rather than logs and stumps?
F. Visitor Management
1. Discuss staffing costs
2. Discuss volunteer program considerations
G. Emergency Closure Policy
1. Close automatically with red flag warnings?

